Abstract-Recently automatic detection of people and crowded areas from images became a very important research field, since it can provide crucial information especially for police departments and crisis management teams. Detection of crowd and measuring the density of people can prevent possible accidents or unpleasant conditions to appear. Understanding behavioral dynamics of large people groups can also help to estimate future states of underground passages, shopping center like public entrances, or streets which can also affect the traffic.
I. INTRODUCTION
The quantitative analysis of man events in real time can be of crucial importance to avoid very dense crowds or overload of people in certain areas. Also in some cases it might be of value how many people exist at an event. Understanding behavioral dynamics of large people groups can also help to estimate future states of underground passages, shopping center like public entrances, or streets. Also the effect on vehicle traffic is an important research field.
Due to the importance of the topic, many researchers tried to solve crowd detection problem using street, or indoor cameras which are known as close-range cameras. The early studies in this field were developed from closed-circuit television images [2] , [10] , [11] . Unfortunately, these cameras can only monitor a few square meters in indoor regions, and it is not possible to adapt those algorithms to street or airborne cameras since the human face and body contours will not appear as clearly as in close-range indoor camera images due to the resolution and scale differences. In order to be able to monitor bigger events researchers tried to develop algorithms which can work on outdoor camera images or video streams. Arandjelovic [1] developed a local interest point extraction based crowd detection method to classify single terrestrial images as crowd and non-crowd regions. They observed that dense crowds produce a high number of interest points. Therefore, they used density of SIFT features for classification. After generating crowd and non-crowd training sets, they used SV M based classification to detect crowds. They obtained scale invariant and good results in terrestrial images. Unfortunately, these images do not enable monitoring large events, and different crowd samples should be detected before hand to train the classifier. Ge and Collins [4] proposed a Bayesian marked point process to detect and count people in single images. They used football match images, and also street camera images for testing their algorithm. It requires clear detection of body boundaries, which is not possible in airborne images. In another study, Ge and Collins [5] used multiple close-range images which are taken at the same time from different viewing angles. They used three dimensional heights of the objects to detect people on streets. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to obtain these multi view close-range images for the street where an event occurs. Chao et al. [7] wanted to obtain quantitative measures about crowds using single images. They used Haar wavelet transform to detect head-like contours, then using SV M they classified detected contours as head or non-head regions. They provided quantitative measures about number of people in crowd and sizes of crowd. Although results are promising, this method requires clear detection of human head contours and a training of the classifier. Unfortunately, street cameras also have a limited coverage area to monitor large outdoor events. In addition to that, in most of the cases, it is not possible to obtain close-range street images or video streams in the place where an event occurs. Therefore, to monitor crowded regions in very big outdoor events, the best way is to use airborne images which began to give more information to researchers with the development of sensor technology. Since most of the previous approaches in this field needed clear detection of face or body features, curves, or boundaries to identify crowds which is not possible in airborne images, new approaches are needed to extract crowd information from these images. In a previous study Hinz et al. [6] used registered airborne image sequences to estimate density and motion of people in crowded regions, but their approach did not provide quantitative measures about crowds.
Herein we propose a novel approach to detect people and crowded areas automatically from airborne images. In we represent a subpart of the Image1 which is zoomed into a crowded region. As can be seen in this example, it is not possible to find head or body features due to the resolutions and looking angles of airborne images. However, we can still notice a change of color components in the place where a person exists. Therefore, herein we propose a color feature detection based probabilistic framework to detect people, crowded regions and their properties. 
II. PROPOSED AUTOMATIC CROWD DETECTION AND DENSITY ESTIMATION SYSTEM
We introduce the proposed system in two steps. We begin representing the system with introducing local feature extrac tion. Then in the second step, we introduce our probabilistic framework to detect crowds and their properties.
A. Local Feature Extraction
Our crowd detection and density estimation method depends on local features extracted from the test image. Due to the low resolutions of airborne images and low scale of people in the scene, structural features (like edges, curves, etc.) cannot help to obtain information about each single person in the image. However, we can still notice a change of color components in the place where a person exists. Therefore, we use color bands of the image for feature extraction.
For local feature extraction, we use features from acceler ated segment test (FAST). FAST feature extraction method is especially developed for corner detection purposes by Rosten et al. [12] , however it also gives high responses on small regions which are significantly different than surrounding pixels. The method depends on wedge-model-style corner detection and machine learning techniques. For each feature candidate pixel, its 16 neighbors are checked. If there exist nine contiguous pixels passing a set of pixels, the candidate pixel is labeled as a feature location. In FAST method, these tests are done using machine learning techniques to speed up the operation.
For FAST feature extraction from invariant color bands of the image, we first start with converting our RGB test image into CIELab color space. In many computer applications, the CIELab color space is used since it mimics the human visual system [3] . CIELab color space bands are able to enhance different colors best and minimize color variances. After transforming the RGB color image into CIELab color space, again we obtain three bands as L, a, and b [9] . Here, L band corresponds to intensity of the image pixels. a, b bands contain chroma features of the image. These two bands give information about the color information independent of illumination. For illumination invariance, in this study we use only a and b chroma bands of image for local feature extraction. To detect small regions which have significantly different color values than their surroundings, we extract FAST features from a and b chroma bands of the image.
After applying FAST feature extraction method to both a and b chroma bands, we assume (Xi, Y i) i E [1,2, ... , Kil as spatial coordinates of each feature obtained from a and b. Here, Ki is the total number of detected FAST-based features from both two chroma bands. We represent locations of detected local features for our Image1 test image in Fig.   2 .(a). Extracted FAST features behave as observations of the probability density function (pdf) of the crowd to be estimated. In the next step, we introduce an adaptive kernel density estimation method, to estimate corresponding crowd pdf.
B. Adaptive Kernel Density Estimation for Crowd Detection
Since we have no pre-information about the street, building, green area boundaries and crowd locations in the image, we formulate the crowd detection method using a probabilistic framework. Assume that (Xi, Y i) is the ith FAST feature where i E [1,2, ... , Kil. Each FAST feature indicates a local color change which might be a human to be detected. Therefore, we assume each FAST feature as an observation of a crowd pdf. For crowded regions, we assume that more local features should come together. Therefore knowing the pdf will lead to detection of crowds. For pdf estimation, we benefit from a kernel based density estimation method as Sirmacek and Unsalan represented for local feature based building detection [14] .
Silverman [13] defined the kernel density estimator for a discrete and bivariate pdf as follows. The bivariate kernel function [N(x, y) l should satisfy the conditions given below;
The pdf estimator with kernel N(x, y) is defined by, where h is the width of window which is also called smooth ing parameter. In this equation, (Xi, Y i) for i = 1,2, ... , n are observations from pdf that we want to estimate. We take N(x, y) as a Gaussian symmetric pdf, which is used in most density estimation applications. Then, the estimated pdf is formed as below;
where IJ is the bandwidth of Gaussian kernel (also called smoothing parameter), and R is the normalizing constant. In Fig. 2.(b) , we show estimated pdf function for our sample image for a constant IJ value (IJ = V500). Represented pdf function is color coded, which means yellow-red regions show high probability values, and dark blue regions show low probability values. As can be seen in this figure, crowded areas have very high probability values, and they are highlighted in estimated pdf. We use Otsu's automatic thresholding method on this pdf to detect regions having high probability values [8] .
After thresholding our pdf function, in obtained binary image we eliminate regions with an area smaller than 1000 pixels since they cannot indicate large human crowds as we aimed in this study. The resulting binary image Bc(x, y) holds dense crowd regions. For Imagel, boundaries of detected crowd regions are represented on original input image in Fig. 2 .
(c).
In kernel based density estimation the main problem is how to choose the bandwidth of Gaussian kernel for a given test image, since the estimated pdf directly depends on this value. For instance, if the resolution of the camera increases or if the altitude of the plane decreases, pixel distance between two persons will increase. That means, Gaussian kernels with larger bandwidths will make these two persons connected and will lead to detect them as a group. Otherwise, there will be many separate peaks on pdf, but we will not be able to find large hills which indicate crowds. As a result, using a Gaussian kernel with fixed bandwidth will lead to poor estimates. Therefore, bandwidth of Gaussian kernel should be adapted for any given input image. In probability theory, there are several methods to estimate the bandwidth of kernel functions for given observations. One well-known approach is using statistical classification. This method is based on computing the pdf using different band width parameters and then comparing them. Unfortunately, in our field such a framework can be very time consuming for large input images. The other well-known approach is called balloon estimators. This method checks k-nearest neighbor hoods of each observation point to understand the density in that area. If the density is high, bandwidth is reduced proportional to the detected density measure. This method is generally used for variable kernel density estimation, where a different kernel bandwidth is used for each observation point. However, in our study we need to compute one fixed kernel bandwidth to use at all observation points. To this end, we follow an approach which is slightly different from balloon estimators. First, we pick Ki/2 number of random observa tions (FAST feature locations) to reduce the computation time. For each observation location, we compute the distance to the nearest neighbour observation point. Then, the mean of all distances give us a number l (calculated 105.6 for Imagel). We assume that variance of Gaussian kernel (IJ2) should be equal or greater than l. In order to guarantee to intersect kernels of two close observations, we assume variance of Gaussian kernel as 5l in our study. Consequently, bandwidth of Gaussian kernel is estimated as (J' = v'si. For a given input image, that value is computed only one time. Then, the same (J' value is used for all observations which are extracted from images of the same camera and the same flight altitude. The introduced automatic kernel bandwidth estimation method, makes the algorithm robust to scale and resolution changes.
After detecting dense crowds automatically, next we want to extract quantitative measures from detected crowds for more detailed analysis. First, we start with analyzing detected dense crowds. Since they indicate local color changes, detected features can give information about number of people in crowded areas. Unfortunately, number of features in a crowd region do not give the number of people directly. In most cases, shadows of people or small gaps between people also generate a feature. Besides, two neighbour features might come from two different chroma bands for the same person. In order to decrease counting errors coming from these features, we follow a different strategy to estimate the number of people in detected crowds. We use a binary mask B f (x, y) where feature locations have value 1. Then, we dilate Bf(x,y) using a disk shape structuring element with a radius of 2 to connect close feature locations. Finally, we apply connected component analysis to mask, and we assume the total number connected components which are laying in a crowd area as the number of people (N). In this process, slight change of radius of structuring element does not make a significant change in estimated people number N. However, an appreciable increase in radius can connect features coming from different persons, and that decreases N which leads to poor number of people estimates.
If the resolution of the input image is known, using es timated number of people in crowd, the density of people (d) can also be calculated. Lets assume, Bl(x,y) is the jth connected component in Bc(x, y) crowd mask. We calculate crowd density for jth crowd as dj = N/CLx L Y Bl(x, y) x a), where X and Y are the numbers of pixels in the image in horizontal and vertical directions respectively, and a is the area of one pixel as m2.
III. EXPERIMENTS
To test our method, we use two different open-air concert images, a Munich beer festival image, and a stadium entrance data set which includes 43 images taken in different times. However we have obtained successful detection results for whole stadium entrance image data set, we provide detection result only for Imagel in Fig. 2 .(c) due to the page limitations.
To obtain a measure about the performance of the algorithm, we have generated groundtruth data for four dense crowds in Imagel which are represented in Fig. 3 . Since even for human observer it is hard to count the exact number of people in crowds, we have assumed mean of counts of three human observers as groundtruth. In Ta ble I, we compare automatically detected number of people (N), and density (d) with groundtruth data (Ngth and dgth respectively) for each crowd. Similarity of our measures with groundtruth shows the high performance of the proposed approach.
In Fig. 4 , we also represent three sample results using our two open-air concert images and a Munich beer festival image. Obtained results indicate robustness of algorithm in detection of dense crowds even in very different environments. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In order to solve crowd detection and analysis problem, herein we propose a novel approach to detect crowded areas automatically from airborne images. Although resolutions of airborne images are not enough to see each person with sharp details, we can still notice a change of color components in the place where a person exists. Therefore, we benefit from local features which are extracted from illumination invariant chroma bands of the image. Assuming extracted local features as observation points, we generated a probability density function using Gaussian kernel functions with constant bandwidths. For deciding bandwidth of Gaussian kernel to be used, we introduced an adaptive method. In this way, we obtained a robust algorithm which can cope with input images having different resolutions. By automatically thresholding obtained pdf function, dense crowds are robustly detected. After that, feature locations at detected crowds are analyzed to estimate number of people and people density in crowded regions. We have tested our algorithm on a large stadium entrance image data set, two different open-air concert images, and a Munich beer festival image. Our experimental results indicate possible usage of the algorithm in real-life events. We believe that, the proposed study has very high importance since it provides real-time quantitative measures about crowds automatically. 
